
I wish to address Points 3 to 5 in the Terms of Reference to the Legislative 
Council enquiry into the Governance of the University of Tasmania (UTAS) 

The Act has failed in ensuring accountable executive, fiscal and decision making. 
It has also failed to protect and promote academic freedom, independence and 
autonomy. 
A glaring example has occurred in just the past week where UTAS has banned lectures 
in all faculties, except the one that fought back, Law. 

The root of the current problems seems to date from the Government of Mr. Howard and 
the Minister at the time Mr. Dawkins. 
A move was made to encourage corporate structures to run universities and there has 
been an undesirable evolution since. This has sidelined academic teachers and 
researchers from the Governing body which is a serious failure. 
Corporate structures are designed for companies whose main aim is to maximise 
shareholder profits. Sometimes the corporations may change even the industry that they 
operate in.  e.g. Mayne Nickless moved from armoured trucks and transport into 
pharmaceuticals and then into healthcare particularly radiology and pathology. 
We are seeing UTAS move from a primary education provider to becoming a real estate 
developer with a registered charity called UTAS Properties Pty.Ltd. as the vehicle. It 
does not show in its reports any charitable disposals of funds. 
However, the main purpose of a University is for which it is generously publicly funded 
($500 million per year for UTAS)  is education and research It should never be property 
speculation and certainly not disposal of its main asset the fabulous UTAS campus. 
The boards of Corporations do at least contain a majority of members who are experts in 
the industry. Sadly UTAS Council does not. It should have a majority of Academic 
Representatives as it did in the past. The council seems to almost appoint itself and 
there is a lack of democratic selection from the ranks of those who would be best 
qualified to serve. 
The VC and senior managers are paid very large corporate salaries and this not 
necessary and may be a minus not a plus. Good people would serve for a lot less and 
there are too many senior managers with corporate not education industry backgrounds. 
Their use of slick advertising promotions maybe costing millions of dollars is 
inappropriate for a publicly funded body. That is money better spent on education and 
research. The advertising material characterised by being full of assertions for which 
there no basis in fact and no hard evidence is provided.  
eg. to assert that a lower percentage of students come from far northern or eastern 
suburbs than inner and southern ones because of the commuting distance is without any 
evidence and conveniently overlooks the demographic factors  

 It is tantamount to saying that “Night follows day 
therefore night causes day.” 

The apparent purchase of Likes on Facebook pages is not illegal but is not considered 
good policy in the corporate world as it creates an unfavourable impression. 
An example of failure of proper fiscal governance was the closing down of the in house 
Building Maintenance department with the effect of allowing buildings to begin to 
deteriorate. The claim has then been made as no longer “fit for pupose”. A very publicly 
visible example is the running down in the Tasmanian University Union Buildings on 
Churchill Avenue. 
The University is arguably the most valuable asset Tasmania owns. The UTAS campus 
is a vital part of that.  
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The current management is planning to tear down all of it. (please see Mr. Ian Johnsons 
authoritative analysis precinct by precinct). The purpose built building including science 
labs and lecture theatres, historic rock collections, the finest gymnasium in Hobart and 
most of the sports fields and replace them with unimaginative medium to high rise 
apartment buildings and a couple of hotels. 
This together with a move to online lectures, a space in which UTAS can never be 
competitive with larger national and international Universities will lead to the loss of a 
once very fine university of which we all could be proud. 
This is a clear failure of the Governance structure which needs urgent revision. 
The State Government through the University Act is the ultimate boss and needs to act 
now. (Even though a letter of reply to one of the Save Utas Campus Facebook pages 
from a government minister described UTAS as a “Private Organisation”) 
The management structure needs adequate representation from the experts in 
Education, the academic teachers and researchers. They need to be in control. The 
Corporate Experiment has failed and the Tasmania Government needs to listen to the 
many experts from UTAS and outside many of whom are active members of the Save 
Utas campus Group.  
This will save Utas Campus, the Hobart CBD and Sandy Bay from chaotic ill thought out 
development proposal thought bubble but above all else will save the University of 
Tasmania itself. 
The 2 final paragraphs below address the Terms of Reference Point 5 - Incidental 
Matters 
 
 
The UTAS campus extends from the top of Mt. Nelson almost to the waterfront. It is a 
magnificent site with large areas of natural bush land, sports fields and plenty of space 
for faculty buildings and is inner suburban. This has to be one of the best university 
campuses in the world.  
UTAS is proposing to relocate into Hobarts’ CBD and to this end has purchased a 
collection of relatively random old buildings and built a large number of city student 
accommodation units.  
This is no replacement for having the majority of students at one site where people can 
mix easily across different disciplines which surely is a major part of university life and 
student development.  
The proposed move will reduce the sense of identity felt by UTAS staff and students.  
This wonderful Tasmanian asset belongs to the people and to future generations and 
should not be broken up as a large real estate project. 

 
 
The destruction of the wonderful UTAS campus for monetary gain has to be one of the 
most audacious “attempted” land grabs this State has seen in recent decades.  
The by product is looking like severe disruption to the Hobart CBD.  
Now there is a third issue the removal of face to face lectures. This has now been made 
compulsory by the University administration. 
There is something very vital about “human contact” and sharing that experience with 
colleagues as compared to trying to stay awake while watching a video stream on a 
laptop computer. My own experiences of On-line conferences is very disappointing 
compared to live events. Given this change do we know what the future holds for this 
university and even if it will continue to exist?  
There has been no public debate or genuine consultation on any of the recent dramatic  
far-reaching changes. 



I feel that anyone with children or grandchildren should be particularly concerned as 
should all our youth. 

Thanks to the Members of the Legislative Council for arranging this enquiry and 
accepting my submission. Although not pre-empting the outcome I believe that 
Tasmanians will be forever in your debt for having this timely review. 

Yours Sincerely 

   

 




